UC DAVIS TAG TIP

UC TAP/TAG IMPORT PROCESS TO
THE UC APPLICATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION & SCHOLARSHIPS

• The information that a student provides on their UC TAG should mirror that on their UC application for undergraduate admission and scholarships.
• Students may choose the UC application option to import academic information (coursework) from their UC TAP/TAG account to the UC application for undergraduate admission and scholarships.
• Nightly imports are provided and students can continue to make corrections to academic information on their UC TAP/TAG and to re-import information to the UC application. With each new import, all of the academic information imported will replace information previously imported.
• Students may continue to import academic information until the UC application for undergraduate admission and scholarships is submitted. Once the UC application is submitted however, students may no longer import information. Instead, students will then use the UC Transfer Academic Update (TAU) process to inform campuses about coursework updates.

Can a student continue to update academic information on their UC TAP account after submitting the TAG application?
• No. Once a student submits the TAG application, academic/coursework information is frozen in the UC TAP/TAG. Students will not be able to make further updates unless allowed by their CCC counselor before October 15, using the Send New Academic Info Update Request feature.

If no TAG is submitted, should a student continue to update their UC TAP coursework after the UC application has been submitted?
• Although there is no requirement to do so, students may want to update their UC TAP academic information if there are changes, even after the UC application for undergraduate admission and scholarship has been submitted, as the updated information may be helpful for counselor interactions.

If a student’s UC TAP login is correct, but the import is not working, what should the student do?
• If the system is unable to make the match between a student’s UC TAP account and their UC application for undergraduate admission, the student should manually enter their information onto the UC application.

Experiencing a problem with the UC TAP/TAG import process? Who should the student call?
• Students should call the UC application center help desk at 800-207-1710 (outside U.S.: 661-336-5723) or email ucinfo@applyucsupport.net.